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A BSTRACT
Although it is commonly accepted that depth perception in augmented reality (AR) displays is distorted, we have yet to isolate
which properties of AR affect people’s ability to correctly perceive
virtual objects in real spaces. From prior research on depth perception in commercial virtual reality, it is likely that ergonomic
properties and graphical limitations impact visual perception in
head-mounted displays (HMDs). However, an insufficient amount
of research has been conducted in augmented reality HMDs for us
to begin isolating pertinent factors in this family of displays. To this
end, in the current research, we evaluate absolute measures of distance perception in the Microsoft HoloLens 2, an optical see-through
AR display, and the Varjo XR-3, a video see-through AR display.
The current work is the first to evaluate either device using absolute distance perception as a measure. For each display, we asked
participants to verbally report distance judgments to both grounded
and floating targets that were rendered either with or without a
cast shadow along the ground. Our findings suggest that currently
available video see-through displays may induce more distance underestimation than their optical see-through counterparts. We also
find that the vertical position of an object and the presence of a cast
shadow influence depth perception.
Keywords: OST AR, VST AR, distance, perception, shadow,
depth, surface contact
Index Terms: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Augmented Reality; J.4 [Computer Applications]: Social and Behavioral Sciences—Psychology
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I NTRODUCTION

Few comparisons of depth perception between stereoscopic video
see-through (VST) and optical see-through (OST) head-mounted
displays (HMDs) exist [3, 11, 63]. However, direct comparisons
of how different augmented reality (AR) displays influence spatial
perception can provide important insights into how the technical
tradeoffs between AR HMDs influence perception. Direct comparisons are also beneficial for establishing developer guidelines for
where and how virtual objects should be rendered in real spaces to
enhance depth perception. As such, in this experiment we evaluated
distance perception in two augmented reality displays: the Microsoft
HoloLens 2 and the Varjo XR-3 (Figure 1). Although both devices
provide augmented reality via head-mounted display (HMD), the
technology behind them considerably differs.
The Varjo XR-3 functions both as a pure virtual reality device
and a video see-through (VST) augmented reality (AR) display.
As a result, it shares similar ergonomic and display properties to
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contemporary virtual reality displays—although the XR-3 boasts exceptional video see-through capabilities. In contrast, the HoloLens 2
is a lightweight display that relies on optical see-through (OST)
technology to create augmented reality. Instead of using a display
panel to render virtual overlays, the HoloLens 2 projects overlays
onto a plastic shield in front of the viewer’s eyes. As a result, in the
HoloLens viewers have an unaltered view of the real world, but the
augmented field of view in OST AR is much smaller. For reference,
a more thorough comparison between the two device specifications
can be seen in Table 1.
The unique mechanical properties and rendering approaches of
these devices have ramifications for how virtual objects are rendered
and integrated into real world scenes. One consequence of employing video feed to capture real world images for VST AR is that the
physical displacement between the viewer’s eyes and the cameras introduces a misalignment that may cause the depth of the scene to be
distorted. Similarly, cameras may introduce optical aberrations, like
minification or magnification, to the real world image. In contrast,
although OST AR displays do not distort real world images, the use
of additive light to render virtual overlays causes virtual objects to
appear transparent. The darker the color value; the more transparent
the overlay. In certain lighting scenarios, like outside on a sunny
day, this may cause pictorial depth cues, like cast shadows, to be
less salient or even imperceptible.
In addition to AR device, we carefully selected two attributes of
virtual targets to better understand how these attributes influence
the perception of absolute distances. The first was the vertical
position of a virtual object. In order to make gazing at overlays
more comfortable, AR applications may present virtual objects as
floating, or vertically displaced above the ground (e.g., Google
Maps AR). Perhaps because of this, much of the prior research
investigating depth perception in AR has used floating virtual targets
for assessment [23,28,34,54,72,73,86]. Yet, the decision to evaluate
floating targets may have an undesired effect on people’s depth
judgments.
The distal horizon as well as the height of an object relative to
the ground influences depth perception judgments [64, 65]. As such,
the position of an object relative to a surface, like whether the object is floating in air or anchored on the ground, alters where we
perceive that object to be positioned in space [67, 70]. Because
the human visual system treats floating objects as though they are
located on the ground plane (in the absence of information specifying otherwise), floating targets are typically perceived as farther
away [29, 31]. In augmented reality, as well, the influence of optical
contact on distance perception has been demonstrated in the Microsoft HoloLens 1 [81]. Specifically, Salas-Rosales and colleagues
demonstrated that floating virtual targets were perceived as on the
ground but farther away in AR when no surface contact information,
like cast shadows, was present.
The second factor we evaluated was cast shadow. For floating
targets, prior research by Ni et al. has shown that the presence of a
cast shadow can mitigate the influence of optical contact in virtual
environments [68]. As a result, people give more accurate egocentric
distance judgments to floating targets when cast shadows are present.
Motivated by these findings, a growing body of depth perception
research in augmented reality has looked at the effects of cast shadow

on floating targets [23, 28, 34]. However, none of this prior research
has looked at the effects of cast shadow for targets placed on the
ground. This makes it difficult to extrapolate the results of this prior
work to general design guidelines for AR applications, which may
be expected to place virtual objects at various heights.
Further, all prior research on cast shadows has relied on perceptual
matching, or a relative (comparison between two extents) measure,
to evaluate the effect of shadows on depth perception. Relative measures are different from absolute measures of distance, which rely on
stored metrics for estimation rather than comparisons across extents.
Thus, absolute measures of distance allow for an understanding of
participants’ perceived scale of the environment in a given metric
(i.e., meters or distance walked) whereas relative measures of depth
perception only reveal perception as it compares to other visual
extents, so scale is unknown [25,27]. Evaluations of distance perception can use either measure, but the ability to make estimates with
each measure relies on different spatial information [32, 47]. Consequently, it is important to use different measures when studying
depth perception since different types of judgments rely on different
perceptual representations [19, 75]. We bridge a gap in the literature
by evaluating the influence of cast shadows on depth perception
using an absolute measure of distance: verbal report.
In summary, we make several contributions in the current study:
a) we compare the influence of two commercially available, optical
see-through and video see-through AR displays on people’s depth
perception; b) we isolate the effect of virtual object height on distance perception judgments in AR; c) we extend prior research on
the influence of cast shadow by evaluating targets positioned both
on and above ground with shadows; and d) we generalize the results
of prior research on depth perception in AR by extending the study
of shadows in AR to an absolute measure of depth perception.
2
2.1

Table 1: Device specifications for the two AR displays are presented1 .
The Varjo XR-3 has differing maximum resolutions for focus and
peripheral areas of the display, while the Microsoft HoloLens 2 has
one global resolution.

Display Specifications

Varjo XR-3

HoloLens 2

field of view (FoV)
peripheral: resolution per eye (pixels)
peripheral: pixel density (PPD)

115 × 90◦
2880 × 2720
30

43 × 29◦
2048 × 1080
47

focus: resolution per eye (pixels)
focus: pixel density (PPD)

1920 × 1920
70

2048 × 1080
47

refresh rate (Hz)
weight (g)
price (USD)

90
980
5500

60
566
3500

Figure 1: The Varjo XR-3 (left) is a video see-through (VST) augmented reality display. The HoloLens 2 (right) is an optical see-through
augmented reality display.

R ELATED W ORK
The Importance of Surface Contact

The importance of ground surface for the perception of visual space
is perhaps best described by Gibson [29]. In Gibson’s seminal
work on visual perception, he asserts that the perception of space
is impossible without the perception of continuous background.
Further, he argues that visual space itself is defined by the layout of
surfaces, adjoined surfaces, and entities that are arranged in relation
to surfaces [30, 31].
Empirical studies have since shown the importance of surface
layout and adjoined surfaces for accurate space perception. Meng
and Sedgwick demonstrated that when continuous ground surface is
disrupted, the visual system is unable to establish a reliable frame of
reference [64, 83]. The visual system, consequently, fails to obtain
correct estimates of absolute distance. As such, the accuracy of
people’s distance perception is disrupted when surface discontinuities along the ground—such as gaps in the floor [84] or changes in
texture gradient [64]—are positioned between a viewer and a target.
When cues that link objects to nearby surfaces are absent, individuals judge distance based on optical contact—or the location at
which the projected image of an object contacts the image of the
ground beneath it—to determine position in space [64, 67, 70]. As
a result, in the absence of cues specifying that a target is above the
ground, distance judgments to targets positioned above the ground
are perceived as on the ground but farther away [67, 81]. This phenomenon has been demonstrated in both real [77, 78] and virtual
environments [13, 65] within action space, which ranges between
2m and 30m [20]. More recently, Salas-Rosales et al. [81] have confirmed this effect in augmented reality. Specifically, Salas-Rosales
and colleagues demonstrated that floating targets are perceived as farther away than grounded ones in an optical see-through augmented
reality (OST AR) display, the Microsoft HoloLens 1. However,
cues that link objects to the ground plane—like cast shadows and
interreflections [92]—can mitigate this effect.

For depth judgments to targets in space, optical contact may be a
correct indicator that an object is in physical contact with the ground,
but this is not the case when objects are floating above the ground. It
is important to consider how the vertical position of a virtual object
can influence people’s distance judgments when interpreting prior
research on depth perception in AR. While some of this work has
been conducted with targets positioned on the ground [27, 42, 43, 45,
76, 88], much more depth perception research has been conducted
with floating targets [11, 18, 21, 23, 28, 33, 54, 63, 72, 73, 85, 86, 89].
Few AR studies have considered how the height of a virtual object
above the ground (e.g., whether the object is grounded or floating)
can influence people’s distance judgments. Dey et al. [22] found
that height in the visual field influenced people’s depth judgments
in a mobile AR study. And Kytö et al [54] revealed that people’s
confidence in depth judgments was worse for floating targets that
were higher above the ground (i.e., 1.0m versus 0.5m above the
ground) in a VST HMD.
Yet, in the last few years, research published by Salas-Rosales et
al. [81] as well as Hertel et al. [34] has provided evidence that depth
judgments in AR differ when target objects are presented as floating
or along the ground. Specifically, both Salas-Rosales and Hertel
provided evidence that people perceive floating objects as farther
away than those presented on the ground when cast shadows were
not rendered in AR. These findings support prior research in both
real and virtual environments that shows people to rely on optical
contact information to make depth judgments when surface contact
cues are absent [64, 67, 70] (See Section 2.1). The importance of
surface contact information for floating objects is further reinforced
by recent AR research by Adams et al. [2] in which people were less
confident in surface contact judgments to target objects when cast
shadows were removed.
1 https://vr-compare.com,

https://varjo.com/products/xr-3/,
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/hardware.

2.2

The Impact of Cast Shadows

Although shadows may seem inconspicuous, they play a crucial role in visual perception by providing us information about
size [16, 95, 99] and shape [17, 48]. But perhaps the most important
role that shadows play, at least for the current work, is their contribution to our perception of spatial layout. Given the importance of
surface layout posited by Gibson [29], it should not be surprising that
shadows, which are cast from an object onto a surface, add invaluable information to our understanding of spatial layout. Specifically,
shadows provide an indication about where objects are positioned
in space by creating points of contact between objects and adjacent
surfaces [36, 58, 92].
In augmented reality, rendering cast shadows can be challenging,
especially in optical see-through (OST) displays that rely on additive
light for rendering. In these displays, the darker the color value,
the more transparent a rendered color becomes until it becomes
completely transparent when black. Because of this, much of the
prior research investigating cast shadows in AR has been directed
towards how to best render them in OST AR displays [35, 39, 49, 60,
61] or how new display technology may be constructed to allow for
subtractive rendering in optical see-through displays [40, 44].
For both video and optical see-through displays—and, indeed,
any graphical device on a computational budget—rendering lighting effects can be expensive. Due to this and due to the dearth
of commercially available AR HMDs prior to 2016, few studies
in immersive AR have examined the effect of shadows on depth
perception [2, 23, 28, 34, 87]. Diaz et al. [23], Gao et al. [28], and
Hertel et al. [34] have all found that people’s accuracy in relative
depth judgments improves when floating targets are rendered with
cast shadows.Hertel et al. [34] advanced this research a step further
by comparing relative depth judgments for floating targets with cast
shadows to grounded targets without shadows. However, because
Hertel and colleagues did not include a condition where objects were
rendered on the ground with a shadow, as well, it is impossible to
interpret the relationship between cast shadow and height above the
ground with this study alone.
To understand the results of this prior research, in the current
work, we evaluate distance perception to floating and grounded
targets—with and without shadows.
2.3

Distance Perception in Augmented Reality HMDs

There are several factors that may play a role in immersive AR,
including the depth cues provided, the distances evaluated, and the
type of display evaluated. At present, it is difficult to draw reliable
connections between distance estimation results for OST and VST
AR displays because of differences between devices or experimental
protocols. Direct comparisons between devices may provide important insights into how the technical tradeoffs between AR HMDs
influence perception. At present, few studies directly compare perception between different AR head-mounted displays [3, 8, 63, 73].
Generalizations from these studies to consumer level devices may
be limited because of in-house modifications to the displays in the
prior studies, as well. Thus, we believe our current study provides a
useful step forward in understanding how the technical differences
between AR head-mounted displays influence depth perception.
In OST AR, studies that evaluate depth perception judgments
to targets at near distances (distances < 2m) have been variable.
While more studies have found that people’s depth judgments are
overestimated, especially when compared to real world objects [73,
80,85,86,89], a notable amount of work has also found underestimation [62,63,72]. However, distance judgments in action space consistently trend toward underestimation [24, 27, 34, 45, 74, 81, 88, 93, 94].
In their absolute distance estimation study, Salas-Rosales et
al. [81] found that distance judgment to virtual targets in the Microsoft HoloLens 1 were underestimated by 15% on average when
targets were on the ground and by 7% on average when targets were

floating. Only one study thus far has been conducted in the Microsoft
HoloLens 2. This work, conducted by Hertel & Steinicke [34], evaluated relative depth judgments to farther distances (15m - 75m)
via perceptual matching and they found distances were underestimated by approximately 14.3%, on average. Accordingly, in the
current work we anticipate that distances will be underestimated in
the Microsoft HoloLens 2.
Less distance perception research has been conducted in video
see-through (VST) head-mounted displays [24, 26, 74, 93, 94], and
much of it has been conducted in recent years. In addition, the
majority of these studies have been conducted with either custom
built or retrofitted displays, which complicates comparisons across
studies. Jamiy et al [24] and Vaziri et al. [93, 94] both created
customized video see-through displays by affixing forward-facing
cameras to the front of commercial VR devices. Vaziri modified
the nVisor ST50 while Jamiy modified an Oculus Rift DK2. Pfeil
et al. [74] evaluated distance perception using a ZED Mini camera
attached to the front of the HTC Vive.
Jamiy et al. [24] found that absolute, egocentric distances (as
measured with verbal reports and blind walking) in VST AR were
underestimated by approximately 20% overall, for both measures.
Vaziri et al. [94] then compared the effect of unaltered video input
and non-photorealistic video input (via a Sobel filter) on distance
perception measured via blind walking. They found that distances
in both conditions were underestimated when compared with real
world distance estimates. Yet they did not find any significant difference in responses between the two VST AR viewing conditions.
People underestimated distances by a dramatic 35%, which the authors speculated was due to participants being encumbered by a
heavy backpack computer during the study. In their followup work,
Vaziri et al. [93], reported less distance underestimation, approximately 10%, when evaluating distance judgments in an open field.
With the ZED Mini, Pfeil et al. [74] assessed distance perception to
real targets on the ground via blind throwing. They found that in
their VST AR condition, people underestimated targets by 7%, on
average.
Interestingly, none of the aforementioned distance estimation
studies in VST AR evaluated distance judgments to virtual targets
in real world spaces. This approach stands in contrast to OST AR
depth perception research, which almost exclusively relies on the
study of virtual stimuli. Our current study, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, is the first to conduct a depth perception study in a
contemporary VST HMD with virtual targets, and we are the first
researchers to evaluate depth perception in the Varjo XR-3.
3

E XPERIMENT

In the current experiment, we use verbal report as an absolute
measure of distance perception in two AR devices: the Microsoft
HoloLens 2 and the Varjo XR-3 (Figure 1). We present targets at various distances within action space, and targets are either presented
on or above the ground (Figure 2). Each target object is rendered
either with or without a cast shadow. We anticipate that judgments of
distance will be underestimated in both AR displays, but that there
will be more underestimation in VST AR than in OST AR. Based on
prior research on the influence of object height above the ground and

Figure 2: Target spheres were presented on and above the ground,
and they were rendered with or without a cast shadow.

Table 2: Independent and dependent variables of experiment

Independent Variables
observers
distance
shadow
height
display
repetition

H1
H2
H3
H4

24
3
2
2
2
3

(random)
3, 4.5, 6
yes, no
0, 0.2m
vst ar, ost ar
1,2,3

Dependent Variables
distance judgments (meters)

shadow, we anticipated that floating objects without cast shadows
would be perceived as farther away than targets on the ground when
shadows were absent. However, when shadows were present, we
predicted distance judgments to grounded and floating targets to be
similar.
In total, we developed four hypotheses for the current experiment:
H1: Targets will be underestimated in both AR devices.
H2: When a shadow is present, people’s distance judgments will
become more accurate.
H3: There will be an interaction between shadow and target
height, such that there will be a difference between floating and
grounded objects without shadows, but no difference when shadows
are present.
H4: The video see-through display will induce more distance
underestimation than the optical see-through display.
3.1

Materials and Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in a 36 x 26 x 9 ft room that provided
a 36 ft linear distance forward for placing targets. A university
classroom was reserved throughout the duration of the experiment
and tables aligned both sides of the participant during the experiment.
Images of the room can be seen in Figure 3.
We conducted the experiment in an optical see-through augmented reality HMD and a video see-through augmented reality
HMD. For the optical see-through (OST) augmented reality display
condition, we employed the Microsoft HoloLens 2. The HoloLens 2
weighs 566g and has a field of view (FoV) of 43◦ × 29◦ . Position
tracking in the HoloLens 2 is performed by its native inside out spatial tracking method. For the video see-through (VST) augmented
reality condition, we used the Varjo XR-3. The XR-3 weighs 980g
and has a FoV of 115◦ × 90◦ . For position tracking, the tethered
display used the SteamVR 2.0 tracking system in conjunction with
the Varjo’s native depth sensors, which relied on LiDAR and RGB
camera fusion. Both systems automatically computed the user’s IPD.
A more thorough comparison between the two device specifications
can be seen in Table 1.
Applications for both devices were developed in Unity version
2020.3.13f1 with the C# programming language. Shaders to render hard shadows were programmed using a variant of the HLSL
language that is compatible with the Unity game engine. The cast
shadow shader was developed to render shadows with specified color
values. Because the HoloLens 2 is unable to render black, a shadow
with a grayscale RGB value of 36 was selected. The same shaders
were used for both devices.
3.2

Participants

Twenty-four students and staff from Vanderbilt University were
invited as volunteers for this experiment in exchange for 10 USD
and 45 minutes of their time. The average age was 28.2 ± 8.75 years
(Min: 21, Max: 68). Sixteen volunteers were male and nine were
female. All participants experienced both the optical see-through
AR display and video see-through AR display for a within-subjects

experimental design. Our methods were approved by the local
institutional review board, and written consent was obtained from
volunteers prior to participation. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.
3.3

Design

To address our hypotheses, we utilized a 2 (display) × 2 (shadow
shading) × 2 (target height) × 3 (target distance) within-subjects
factorial design. All conditions were presented to every participant.
Distance judgments were obtained through verbal report.
The order that the AR displays were experienced was counterbalanced across participants such that half of the volunteers experienced
the HoloLens 2 first and half of the volunteers experienced the Varjo
XR-3 first. To reduce potential learning effects between display
conditions, participants were moved to the opposite side of the room
and rotated 180◦ before beginning the second part of the experiment
with the other AR display. A participant standing on opposite sides
of the room with each AR display can be seen in Figure 3.
We selected a sphere to be the virtual target (Figure 2). The
virtual sphere measured 20 cm in diameter and was rendered with
a middle gray RGB color value of 128. Participants viewed the
sphere presented at three distances (3m, 4.5m, and 6m). Spheres
were either placed on or above the ground at 0.2m. A height of 0.2m
was selected to draw comparisons between the current study and
that conducted by Salas-Rosales and colleagues [81], which also
presented targets at 0.2m above the ground plane.
Prior research has shown that the angle of a virtual light within
a scene can influence distance judgments [23, 28]. Therefore, we
positioned a virtual, directional light in the scene that rendered
cast shadows, when present, immediately beneath the object. This
approach to rendering cast shadows is referred to as “drop shadow”
in game development and in prior AR research [23]. For each display,
this resulted in twelve unique combinations of stimuli.
Except for device, all other factors (i.e., shadow shading, target
height, target distance) were pseudo-randomized so that a participant
viewed each unique combination once before experiencing the same
combination again. All unique combinations were repeated three
times, which resulted in a total number of 36 trials per display. Each
participant completed a grand total of 72 trials across both displays.
With 24 subjects, a total of 1728 trials were collected overall.
3.4

Procedure

Participants were met at the door of the classroom, where they
were given a description of the experiment, an informed consent
form, a proof of payment form, and monetary compensation for
volunteering to participate in the study. The study followed Covid19 safety protocols set by the university. All participants were wore
face masks and equipment was sanitized between sessions.
Before introducing the volunteer to the augmented reality equipment, the experimenter familiarized the participant with units of
distance in an adjacent hallway. Depending on the participant’s
preference, either metric or imperial units of measure were reviewed
using a retractable tape measure. Reviewed distances did not exceed
1 meter or 1 yard. After the participant expressed that they were
comfortable with the distance units, the experimenter guided them
back into the classroom.
The participant was then outfitted with the first head-mounted
display, and the protocol was described to them. The were told that
”target object would appear at various distances” along the floor
relative to the viewer. Each target object appeared for five seconds
before disappearing. At which point, the participant called out the
estimated distance to the target. After the experimenter recorded the
participant’s response, the next trial commenced. The beginning of a
subsequent trial was denoted by the sound of a beep. The participant
was given no feedback on their performance during the experiment.

Figure 3: A participant views the experiment in the OST AR condition (left) and the VST AR condition (right). For each device, the experiment was
conducted on opposite sides of the classroom.

Figure 4: Judged distance vs. real distance for
each device condition fit with linear regression.
The solid lines represent performance in the
HoloLens 2 and Varjo XR-3, while the dotted line
represents veridical performance. Error bars are
±1 standard error.

3.5

Figure 5: Judged distance vs. real distance
for each shadow condition fit with linear regression. The solid lines represent performance for
the shadow and no shadow conditions, while
the dotted line represents veridical performance.
Error bars are ±1 standard error.

Statistical Analysis

Before performing statistical analyses on our data, we converted
all recorded distance estimates to meters. The distribution of participants’ continuous response data was non-normal, which was
exhibited by a positive skew in the data distribution. A Shapiro-Wilk
test (W = 0.943, p < 0.001) and QQ plot inspection of the residuals
from our model further revealed that the distribution of the residuals
was not normally distributed. Fortunately, linear mixed models are
robust to violations of distributional assumptions [82].
Because the population’s responses for verbal reports of distance
should have a Gaussian distribution, we assume that the underlying
distribution of responses from the population is normal for our
analyses [5]. Furthermore, to avoid overfitting our predictor values
to the current data set, we do not fit our sample data to another
distribution [6] nor do we transform our observed data to ensure
the results of our analysis are interpretable [14]. Overfitting could
compromise our ability to generalize the current results to other
samples of the population.
We used a linear mixed-effects model (LMM) to investigate the
influence of shadow, target height, and distance on people’s distance
judgments. Linear mixed models are a form of generalized linear
regression that assume a normally distributed dependent variable.
They are appropriate for repeated-measures designs because they
allow for accounting of both within- and between-participant variability [79]. This is particularly important for examining verbal
reports of distance estimates, which can be variable across individuals [52, 57, 66]. LMMs also permit model specification, so our
analysis included only the interactions that were hypothesized a
priori. This increased our power to detect differences.

Figure 6: Judged distance vs. real distance
for each height condition fit with linear regression. The solid lines represent performance for
targets placed on and above the ground, while
the dotted line represents veridical performance.
Error bars are ±1 standard error.

Our linear mixed model was programmed using the lmer function from the lme4 library [10] in R [38]. We modeled continuous
outcomes (verbal distance judgments) for our input variables (predictors). To answer our research questions, device, presence of shadow,
distance from viewer, and height of target above the ground were
treated as factors. While device (2 levels: HoloLens 2, Varjo XR-3),
shadow (2 levels: shadow, none), and height (2 levels: on-ground,
above-ground) were treated as categorical factors, target distance
was treated as a mean-centered, continuous factor. To answer our experimental hypotheses, the model also included interactions between
shadow and target height.

Outside of factors related to our hypotheses, we included experimental block order and the visual context of the room—from
participants standing on either the left side of the room or the right
side of the room to view targets—in our LMM to better understand
how these counterbalanced, experimental factors would influence
people’s judgments. Both block order (2 levels: first, second) and visual context (2 levels: left, right), were treated as categorical factors.
Further, we included interactions between device and experimental
block as well as between device and visual context to ensure that
these factors did not distort results pertaining to device differences.

To account for individual variability in distance judgment behavior over repeated measures, we included a random intercept (µ0 ). We
then used Satterthwaite approximation via the lmerTest package [53]
to calculate significance levels. The general regression equation is
depicted in Equation 1 below:

Table 3: Mean egocentric distance judgments in meters for each
device. Values in parentheses are standard errors.

ϒ = B0 + B1 (device) + B2 (shadow) + B3 (height)
+ B4 (distance) + B5 (order) + B6 (context)
+ B7 (shadow × height) + B8 (device × order)
+ B9 (device × context) + µ0

(1)

We used the results of this analysis to answer our research questions: 1) whether people’s distance judgments would be underestimated (i.e., H1); 2) whether peoples distance judgments would
improve with the presence of shadows (i.e., H2 the main effect of
shadow); 3) interactions between target height and shadow (i.e., H3);
and 4) whether distance misperception would be more severe in the
Varjo XR-3 than the HoloLens 2 (i.e., H4 the main effect of device).
3.6 Results
Participants’ distance judgments were recorded and statistically analyzed in meters. However, in the following section we also report
these values when converted into ratios to facilitate comparisons
between the current work and prior research. To create ratios, participants’ verbal distance estimates were divided by the actual distances to the target for a given trial. A ratio less than 1 indicates
underestimation of distance, and a ratio greater than 1 indicates
overestimation. Overall, distance judgments were somewhat variable with a mean distance estimate across participants of 3.722m
(SD = 1.566, Min = 0.914, Max = 10). A mean estimate of 3.722m
corresponds to a distance ratio of 0.827 or 17.3% underestimation.
3.6.1 The influence of experimental design: Block order and
environmental context
Although we counterbalanced our experimental factors, we nonetheless wanted to account for any variance in people’s responses that
was due to the order of experimental block experienced or due to the
visual context provided by the room (i.e., whether the participant
viewed the space from the left or right side of the room) by including
them within our LMM. Based on prior depth perception studies,
effects of experimental block order [27, 100] and visual context may
be expected [27, 55, 90, 91]. However, a significant interaction between device and either of these experimental design factors could
convolute our planned analysis of device differences.
The analysis revealed a significant effect of block order (B =
0.126, SE = 0.035, p < 0.001) and a significant effect of visual
context provided by viewing the room at two different locations
(B = 0.353, SE = 0.034, p < 0.001). The effect of order indicates
that people’s responses were on average 0.126m farther in the second
block of trials. The effect of environmental context indicates that
people’s responses were 0.353m farther given the environmental
context provided by standing at the right side of the room (Figure 3,
right) than the context provided by the left side of the room (Figure
3, left). Our analysis did not show an interaction between device
and order nor did it show an interaction between device and visual
context.
3.6.2 Distance judgments will be underestimated (H1)
Participants underestimated distances to all targets by 17.6% on
average (MRatio = 0.824, SD = 0.176, Min = 0.305, Max = 2.54).
As shown in Figure 4, participants increased their egocentric distance
judgments to virtual targets as the actual distance to the targets
increased, supported by the significant main effect of distance (B =
0.869, SE = 0.014, p < 0.001). Participants estimated distances to
be approximately 0.87m farther for every meter of increase in actual
distance to the sphere, on average.
3.6.3 Distance judgments will be more accurate when a
shadow is present (H2)
Our analysis supported this prediction. Distance judgments were significantly more accurate when spheres were rendered with a shadow

Display
All
HoloLens 2
Varjo XR-3

3

Each Distance
4.5

6

All Distances

2.43 (.03)
2.47 (.04)
2.39 (.05)

3.71 (.05)
3.83 (.07)
3.78 (.06)

5.03 (.06)
5.24 (.09)
4.82 (.08)

3.72 (.04)
3.85 (.06)
3.60 (.05)

when compared to judgments to spheres without a shadow. This
was shown by a significant main effect of shadow (B = 0.083, SE =
0.034, p < 0.05), which indicated that participants estimated distances, on average, were 0.08m farther when a cast shadow was
present. Overall, participants underestimated distances to targets
rendered with shadows by 16.7% and they underestimated distances
to targets without shadows by 18.6%. This relationship is further
illustrated by Figure 5.
3.6.4 There will be an interaction between shadow and target
height (H3)
A priori, we anticipated that distance judgments to floating spheres
would be similar to those positioned on the ground when shadows
were present. Conversely, we predicted that distances to floating
spheres would be judged as farther than those positioned on the
ground when shadows were absent. Instead, our linear mixed model
revealed main effects of both shadows (Section 3.6.3) and height
(B = 0.349, SE = 0.174, p < 0.05) with no interaction between the
two. When spheres were floating above-ground they were perceived
as farther away, with 16.72% underestimation for above-ground
spheres and 18.5% underestimation for on-ground spheres. The
differences in judgments based on height and on shadows are illustrated by Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Because we found main
effects of shadow and height but no interaction between the two,
we can conclude that target shadows influenced distance judgments,
regardless of target height.
3.6.5 There will be more distance underestimation in the
VST AR display than the OST AR display (H4)
As shown in Figure 4, egocentric distance judgments to virtual
spheres were underestimated in both devices; distances were underestimated by 15.1% in the HoloLens 2 (MRatio = 0.849, SD =
0.253, Min = 0.305, Max = 2.54), and distances were underestimated by 20.2% in the Varjo XR-3 (MRatio = 0.798, SD =
0.245, Min = 0.333, Max = 2.54). Our statistical analysis indicated that this difference was significant. We found a main
effect of device in which participants estimated distances to be
0.25m farther in the HoloLens 2 compared to the Varjo XR-3
(B = 0.250, SE = 0.035 p < 0.001). As such, distance underestimation was less severe in the optical see-through display (HoloLens 2)
than the video see-through display (Varjo XR-3).
4 D ISCUSSION
The perception of scale through AR displays is an important problem
that should be understood if AR is to be successfully deployed in
applications involving action that takes place over several meters. In
this paper, our goal was to understand how AR displays affected the
perception of scale, and to understand which characteristics of virtual
objects affected that perception when those objects were seen in the
context of the real world. We used the Microsoft HoloLens 2, an
optical see-through display, and the Varjo XR-3, a video see-through
display, to understand how these displays and how characteristics of
virtual objects influenced the perception of scale. Both devices are
state-of-the-art for their respective display categories, so underlining
similar characteristics for both displays may provide us a better
understanding of the perceptual issues around AR more broadly.

First, distance judgments across both displays were underestimated, a finding that supports our first hypothesis (H1). We found
17.6% underestimation, on average. This result reinforces a growing
body of literature evaluating egocentric distance perception in AR
head-mounted displays that has found distance estimates in action
space (2m - 30m) to be underestimated [24, 27, 45, 74, 81, 88, 93, 94].
However, participants were more accurate at estimating distances in
the HoloLens 2 than in the Varjo XR-3, with an average of 15.1%
underestimation in the HoloLens 2 and 20.2% underestimation in
the Varjo XR-3, supporting hypothesis (H4).
This latter result confirms prior work in both VR and AR. First,
the Varjo XR-3 is heavier than the HoloLens 2 (980 g vs. 566 g),
and weight of devices is a known factor in distance underestimation
in VR [97]. Second, the field of view of the Varjo XR-3 is narrower
than the field of view of the HoloLens 2, which allows nearly unobstructed viewing of the real world scene. Field of view is also a
factor in distance underestimation in VR [15, 41, 42] and AR [74].
Finally, any misalignment of the cameras used in a VST AR display
may cause disparities resulting in the depth of the scene being distorted [9]. Likewise, a magnification or minification of the scene
seen through these cameras could cause misperception of depth [50].
The latter problems might also exist for graphically displayed objects in an optical see-through display but would not affect the real
world objects seen through this type of display.
Additionally, we found a statistically significant effect of shadow
presence or absence on distance judgments, confirming (H2). But
the improvement in distance perception was small, about 2%. This
improvement is smaller than prior work in the real world and what
our knowledge of graphics would predict [4, 23, 28, 34, 37, 96]. This
finding is important regardless of the size of the effect, because,
insofar as we are aware, we are the first to use an absolute measure of distance perception in judging the effect of shadows on
distance perception in AR (perceptual matching was used in prior
work [23, 28, 34]). It is important to confirm effects on depth perception through a variety of means and measures to the underlying
representations of space.
4.1

Limitations

Our experiment did not find an interaction of height and shadow
as we hypothesized (H3). The interaction of height and shadow is
an effect we hypothesized based on prior work by Salas-Rosales
et al. [81] in AR, and this interaction is one predicted by Gibson’s
ground theory [29]. We did find an effect of height on depth judgments, which is consistent with prior work both in the real world and
AR [21, 54, 69], but the failure of rendered shadows to pin the location of objects down, i.e., the lack of a significant interaction, must
be seen as a limitation of our experiment. This limitation should be
noted since prior work has demonstrated that what people regard as
a shadow in the real world is flexible [59, 68].
We conjecture two possible reasons for this lack of an interaction. First, as mentioned previously, the overall effect of shadow
on distance underestimation was smaller than we expected a priori,
particularly based on prior work [81]. It is possible that we did
not have enough experimental power to detect an interaction given
this. It may be that both the small effect and lack of power are an
outcome of using verbal reports. Verbal report measures are common in evaluations of absolute distance perception in both VR and
AR [25, 27, 33, 45, 52, 66] since they can be employed when displays,
like the Varjo XR-3, are restrictively tethered and when mobility
issues make it impossible for people to perform action based measures [12]. They can also be used to evaluate far distances (e.g., 30m
or more) [26, 34]. However, verbal report measures can be more
variable than other distance measures [7, 51, 56, 98] and they can
be susceptible to anchoring effects [71, 90, 91]. Thus, participants
may not make verbal distinctions beyond the nearest 0.25 m (for
example) or may repeat common responses.

Second, the choice of a sphere may have made it harder for
participants to judge the effect of shadows and ground contact than
other shapes that are more commonly used in distance estimation
studies in VR and AR, such as a cube [81], traffic cone [46], or
hockey puck [15]. Although the use of a sphere with shadows in
distance estimation studies has significant antecedents [99], we have
prior work that shows prediction of surface contact is harder for
a sphere than other shapes (like a cube), and this may have also
affected results [1]. Future work should explore these questions
more thoroughly.
Another potential limitation of the current work is that we do
not directly compare people’s distance reports between real and
augmented reality targets in the current study. Yet verbal reports
often exhibit some degree of underestimation, even in real world
studies [7, 75]. One way to obtain more accurate comparisons of
distance judgments between real and augmented reality targets is
to evaluate people’s judgments in both to allow for direct comparison [25].
Although our current study provides a foundation for future investigations to evaluate how technical trade-offs between optical
see-through and video see-through displays influence depth perception, it is impossible to infer what specific differences in these
displays cause dissimilar degrees of underestimation with the current
study alone. Part of the reason for this is that there are a large number of hardware and software differences between the two devices.
Additional research is required to isolate influencing factors.
4.2

Future Work

Aside from the issues discussed previously, we plan to generalize
our findings in terms of both technology (different AR displays)
and methods (different ways of evaluating depth perception). In
particular, a comparison of the use of verbal reports, blind walking,
and perceptual matching to measure distance perception in modern
AR displays might address several of the limitations with this paper.
Additionally, given the influence of height above the ground found
in the the current work, it may be beneficial to conduct a more
in-depth investigation of the influence of target height on depth
perception in AR. It may be interesting to look at how the unique
rendering properties of the two displays influence depth perception,
as well, given that OST and VST AR devices integrate virtual and
real environment information in unique ways.
4.3

Conclusion

This paper evaluated depth perception in two modern head-mounted
AR displays using a verbal report method. We found significant underestimation of distances in both displays, and we found significant
differences between the two displays, with the optical see-through
display (Microsoft HoloLens 2) having superior performance compared to the video see-through display (Varjo XR-3). We also looked
at the effect of shadows and object height on distance estimates.
Although we found effects of both shadow and height as perceptual
theory and previous work would predict, i.e., that shadows would
improve distance estimates and higher objects would be perceived
as farther away, the magnitude of the effect caused by virtual objects
having shadows was smaller than we expected. We did not find the
predicted different effects of object height in the presence versus
absence of shadows, which is a fruitful topic for future investigation.
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